Horizon 2020 Expert Group on "Cultural Heritage"

17 September 2014
9:15 – 16:30
Rue du Champ de Mars 21, Brussels. CDMA Building, Room SDR/2

Agenda

8:45 – 9:15 Registration and coffee

9:15 Welcome and objectives of the meeting by the Chair

9:30 A new Cultural Heritage R&I agenda for H2020: narrative, objectives, expected impacts, actors and actions, including possible regrouping/prioritization of themes identified earlier – discussion of summary paper prepared by the rapporteur based on input from the experts

11:00 Presentations by guest speakers
- Numediart: Links between research in the domain of digital art and scientific, economic and cultural development – Creative Technology at the University of Mons - Prof. Thierry Dutoit, Université de Mons, Belgium
- Heritage Commons: Towards a participative heritage governance in the third millennium – Ms Giuliana De Francesco, Ministry for Cultural Heritage, Cultural Activities and Tourism, Italy
- Binnenstadservice – a social company in a highly competitive market – Mr Max Prudon, Binnenstadservice, The Netherlands
- Transformation – Reinvention and Reuse – Mr Jonathan Falkingham MBE, Urban Splash, United Kingdom
- Q&A

13:00 - 13:45 Sandwich Lunch

13:45 A new Cultural Heritage R&I agenda for H2020: narrative, objectives, actors and actions, including possible regrouping/prioritization of themes identified earlier – discussion of summary paper prepared by the rapporteur based on input from the experts (continued)

15:00 Planning of the November workshop (objectives, agenda/sessions, moderators, participants, guest speakers, supporting documents)

16:15 – 16:30 Next steps, AOB and closure of meeting